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It is well-established that when equilibrium is attained for two species competing for the
same limiting resource in a stable, uniform environment, one species will eliminate the
other due to competitive exclusion. While competitive exclusion is observed in laboratory
experiments and ecological models, the phenomenon seems less common in nature,
where static equilibrium is prevented by the fluctuating physical environment and by
other factors that constantly change species abundances and the nature of competitive
interactions. Trait-based models of phytoplankton communities appear to be useful tools
for describing the evolution of large assemblages of species with aggregate group
properties such as total biomass, mean trait, and trait variance, the latter representing
the functional diversity of the community. Such an approach, however, is limited by the
tendency of the trait variance to unrealistically decline to zero over time. This tendency to
lose diversity, and therefore adaptive capacity, is typically “solved” by fixing the variance
or by considering exogenous processes such as immigration. Exogenous processes,
however, cannot explain the maintenance of adaptive capacity often observed in the
closed environment of chemostat experiments. Here we present a new method to
sustain diversity in adaptive trait-based models of phytoplankton communities based on a
mechanism of trait diffusion through subsequent generations. Our modeling approach can
therefore account for endogenous processes such as rapid evolution or transgenerational
trait plasticity.

Keywords: modeling diversity, adaptive dynamics, phytoplankton, chemostat system, rapid evolution, trait
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1. INTRODUCTION
Phytoplankton are a group of mainly single-celled primary pro-
ducers widespread in aquatic ecosystems. Although phytoplank-
ton represent only 1% of the Earth’s photosynthetic biomass, they
account for more than 45% of our planet’s annual net primary
production (Falkowski et al., 2004). Given that phytoplankton
community composition and diversity play important roles in the
functioning of aquatic ecosystems (Ptacnik et al., 2008; Eggers
et al., 2014) and global climate (Falkowski et al., 1998), it is impor-
tant to understand the factors that drive assembly and dynamics
of such communities. Modeling provides an important tool for
addressing these problems.

Early models of marine ecosystems (Fasham et al., 1990) were
relatively simple (so-called NPZD-type models comprising nutri-
ent, phytoplankton, zooplankton, and detritus) partly due to the
constraints set by the available computing facilities. Although
recent modeling approaches have begun to resolve more complex
community structures by explicitly incorporating different func-
tional groups of phytoplankton, significant challenges remain
(Anderson, 2005), in particular concerning the formulation of
valid models for describing plankton diversity and the adaptive

responses of phytoplankton communities to a changing environ-
ment. The marine microbial environment is, in fact, spectacularly
diverse, with an estimated 25,000 morphologically distinct forms
of phytoplankton (Falkowski and Oliver, 2007). It is neither fea-
sible nor effective to account explicitly for all these different types
in plankton models, because this would require far too many
equations and free parameters.

Although adaptive responses are expected to be more robust
for more diverse ecosystems, we still lack mechanistic models
that can capture the observed degree of biodiversity. For example,
because of competitive exclusion (Hardin, 1960), modeled biodi-
versity tends to collapse over time both for “adaptive dynamics”
models (Norberg et al., 2001; Merico et al., 2009) and for models
that explicitly resolve many different species under variable envi-
ronmental forcing in spatially resolved settings (Bruggeman and
Kooijman, 2007; Follows et al., 2007).

A myriad of ideas and mechanisms have been proposed as
potentially suitable to sustain species diversity (Chesson, 2000).
High diversity has been alternatively attributed both to intense
competition, which forces niche restriction, and to reduced com-
petition resulting from predation. Diversity has also been found
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to be in some cases positively, and in other cases negatively
correlated with productivity (Huston, 1979). Mechanisms pro-
posed to sustain diversity in mathematical models include density
dependence, where the growth rates of different types of organ-
isms depend on the density of each type itself, or frequency
dependence, where the growth rates of types depend on their rel-
ative frequency (Levin, 1981). More recently, a mechanism based
on metabolic and physiological trade-offs in a simple, single-
resource chemostat system has been proposed (Beardmore et al.,
2011). This model, however, requires a mutation rate in com-
bination with multiple convex trade-offs in order to produce
sufficiently complex fitness landscapes to enable co-maintenance.

Exogenous processes such as immigration have also been con-
sidered as a potential solution for maintaining biodiversity in
phytoplankton models (Norberg et al., 2001; Bruggeman and
Kooijman, 2007; Savage et al., 2007; Tirok et al., 2011). However,
treating immigration as part of the explanation for coexistence
ultimately leads to circular reasoning when immigration rates
are fixed and are not themselves explained (Chesson, 2000). The
continuous migration of species into an area of interest depends
on diversity maintenance in the areas that are the source of the
immigrants (Chesson, 2000). A non-circular explanation for the
maintenance of biodiversity in terms of immigration may be
possible for meta-communities (Leibold and Norberg, 2004) con-
sisting of distinct yet connected local sub-communities, which
as a whole behave as a Complex Adaptive System (Levin, 2003).
In such meta-communities, biodiversity at the large scale could
result from the diversity of adaptive responses among the local
communities. However, this mechanism may still not contribute
much to biodiversity in relatively well-mixed environments such
as large regions of the ocean (Leibold and Norberg, 2004).

Nevertheless, and quite surprisingly, microbial communities
appear able to maintain a considerable level of adaptive capacity
even within the confined and stable environment of chemo-
stat systems (for which immigration cannot be invoked as a
viable explanation), either in the simple case of bacterial cultures
(Maharjan et al., 2006) or in relatively more complex commu-
nities comprising nutrient, algae, and rotifers (Fussmann et al.,
2007; Kinnison and Hairston, 2007; Ellner and Becks, 2010).

Here we present a new mathematical method to sustain
diversity in adaptive, trait-based models of phytoplankton com-
munities based on the mechanism of trait diffusion through
subsequent generations. This endogenous mechanism can be
thought to be driven either by genetic mutation, via rapid
evolution, or by trans-generational phenotypic plasticity, i.e.,
expressed independently of changes in the offspring genotype. We
develop the method in the idealized context of a simple nutrient-
phytoplankton-zooplankton (NPZ) chemostat system and apply
it to examine the consequences of different levels of trait dif-
fusivity for the ecological dynamics and adaptive capacity of a
phytoplankton community.

2. METHODS
2.1. TRAIT DIFFUSION
We consider the evolution of a community of phytoplankton
species which differ in a single trait represented by a numeri-
cal value x. The number of species per unit interval on the trait

scale at time t shall be denoted c(x, t). We further write r(x, t)
and d(x, t) to denote the reproduction rate and the death rate per
species. Since we are only concerned with unicellular organisms
that reproduce by cell division here, we will use the term repro-
duction as synonym of growth. We start from a trait-time discrete
model where x and t are restricted to integer values. We assume
that the offspring of a parent with trait value x will have trait value
x + 1 with probability p, trait value x − 1 with probability q, and
remain at trait value x with probability 1 − p − q. At time t + 1,

c(x, t + 1) = [
1 −d(x, t)+(1 − p − q)r(x, t)

]
c(x, t)+ pr(x − 1, t)

c(x − 1, t) + qr(x + 1, t)c(x + 1, t). (1)

We now consider the limit (rescaling x and t as necessary) where
c, r, and d change little over one mesh cell of the trait-time grid.
Taylor-expanding the above expression about (x, t), keeping only
terms up to first order in time and up to second order in trait, we
obtain

c + ct = [
1 − d + (1 − p − q) r

]
c + p

[
rc − (rc)x + 1

2 (rc)xx
]

+ q
[
rc + (rc)x + 1

2 (rc)xx
]
. (2)

In the following, we treat the trait space as unbounded with the
implicit assumption that extreme trait values would be ecologi-
cally meaningless. This is expressed by the boundary conditions
c(x, t) → 0 for every t ≥ 0 as x → ±∞. Introducing now the net
growth rate a = r − d, the trait drift parameter μ = q − p, and
the trait diffusion parameter ν = (p + q)/2, we finally obtain the
Fokker–Planck equation

ct = a c + μ(rc)x + ν(rc)xx . (3)

The trait drift parameter μ is proportional to the bias and the trait
diffusion parameter ν is proportional to the variability with which
the trait is passed from one generation to the next. In particular,
when μ is non-zero, there is a tendency for the trait to change
in a certain direction in the absence of environmental pressure;
in most of the following we will assume that there is no such
bias. The overall diffusion coefficient νr, being a classical diffusiv-
ity, must have units of trait2/time. Here, we use a dimensionless
abstract trait scale and r, as a rate, has units of 1/time, so that the
trait diffusion parameter ν is a dimensionless quantity.

Fokker–Planck equations appear generically as evolution equa-
tions for the probability density of state-dependent random
walks. In our case, however, we do not enforce normalization,
so that c represents the macroscopic trait space number density,
which is proportional to the trait probability function for an indi-
vidual organism in the limit of large population size. We further
remark that the above derivation has numerous precursors in dif-
ferent areas of modeling: a similar Fokker–Planck equation arises,
for example, in the continuum limit of the Becker–Döring model
for the nucleation of liquid precipitates (Clement and Wood,
1980).

To solve the Fokker–Planck Equation (3) directly, one could
choose a sufficiently large bounded region of the trait space
endowed with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and
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discretize the quation using standard methods for the numerical
solution of partial differential equations. But rather than solving
the underlying trait discrete model directly, we shall adopt a dif-
ferent and more efficient approach. In the following, however,
we reduce the model complexity further by deriving simplified
aggregate equations for the evolution of the first three moments
of c. In much of the prior literature, the moment equations are
derived directly from the discrete model (Clement and Wood,
1980; Norberg et al., 2001; Merico et al., 2009). Here, we find it
more convenient to match the time-dependent Gaussian ansatz
function

c(x, t) = P(t)√
2πσ (t)

e
− (x − x(t))2

2σ (t) , (4)

with the Fokker–Planck dynamics. This can be done in several
ways. We choose to approximate the equation locally near the
mean trait x, i.e., we pursue a local matching of Taylor coef-
ficients. Inserting the Gaussian ansatz into (3), computing i =
0, 1, 2 derivatives in x, and evaluating at x = x(t) yields

2σ Ṗ − P σ̇√
8π σ 3/2

= P [σ (a + μrx + ν rxx) − ν r]√
2π σ 3/2

, (5a)

P ẋ√
2π σ 3/2

= P
[
σ

(
ax+νr(3)+μrxx

)−3ν rx−μ r
]

√
2π σ 3/2

, (5b)

3P σ̇ − 2σ Ṗ√
8π σ 5/2

= 3ν P r√
2π σ 5/2

− P (a + 3μ rx + 6ν rxx)√
2π σ 3/2

+ P
(
axx + ν r(4) + μ r(3)

)
√

2πσ
, (5c)

with r(3) and r(4) indicating respectively third and fourth deriva-
tives with respect to x. This system of equations is linear in the
time derivatives, for which we can easily solve:

Ṗ = 1
2 P

[
σ

(
axx + μ r(3) + ν r(4)

)
+ 2a − 3ν rxx

]
, (6a)

ẋ = σ
(

ax + ν r(3) + μ rxx

)
− 3ν rx − μ r , (6b)

σ̇ = σ
[
σ

(
axx + μ r(3) + ν r(4)

)

− 5ν rxx − 2μ rx

]
+ 2ν r . (6c)

These equations describe the temporal evolution of three macro-
scopic properties of the phytoplankton community: (i) the total
abundance P, (ii) the mean trait x, and (iii) the trait variance σ .
When there is no trait drift, that is when μ = 0, which we shall
assume henceforth, the model reduces to

Ṗ = 1
2 P

[
σ

(
axx + ν r(4)

)
+ 2a − 3ν rxx

]
, (7a)

ẋ = σ
(

ax + ν r(3)
)

− 3ν rx , (7b)

σ̇ = σ
[
σ

(
axx + ν r(4)

)
− 5ν rxx

]
+ 2ν r . (7c)

We close this section with two remarks. First, the Gaussian
ansatz (4) can be seen as an instance of “collective coordinates,”

which have been widely used in the study of solitary waves and
later applied in a dissipative context (Gottwald and Kramer,
2004). That approach, however, is based on minimizing the least-
square distance to the solution template. In contrast, we pursue
local matching which leads to simpler expressions involving only
derivatives of the coefficient functions. Second, the coefficients d
and r may implicitly depend on c and couple to other dynam-
ical quantities in a more complex model without change to the
derivation above.

2.2. NPZ MODEL
We will now study the trait diffusion approach in the context of
a previously published chemostat model (Merico et al., 2009),
which describes the adaptive dynamics of a phytoplankton com-
munity P, via temporal changes in the mean trait edibility, subject
to a constant nutrient input N and to variable grazing pressure by
zooplankton Z. P, N, and Z are expressed as concentrations. The
phytoplankton abundance P evolves according to the trait diffu-
sion Equation (7), in which we assume that the loss rate per unit
of phytoplankton is given by

d(x, t) = mP + δ + g(x(t), P(t)) (8)

with mP a generic, constant rate of mortality, δ the rate of dilu-
tion, and g the rate of zooplankton grazing. As mentioned, the
trait value x characterizes the edibility of phytoplankton from
the point of view of zooplankton. For simplicity, we assume that
zooplankton graze uniformly across the whole phytoplankton
community at a rate which depends on the mean edibility via the
Michaelis–Menten response

g(x, P) = μZ

ε

(
x

x P + KP

)
(9)

with μZ the maximum zooplankton growth rate, ε the zooplank-
ton assimilation efficiency and KP the half-saturation constant for
zooplankton growth.

The reproduction rate r(x, t) is limited by the nutrient concen-
tration and follows the Michaelis–Menten growth response

r(x, t) = μP N(t)

N(t) + KN (x)
(10)

with maximum reproduction rate μP and half-saturation
KN (x) = K∗

N/(1 − κ − x−1). The half-saturation is a function of
the trait x and reflects a trade-off relationship between nutrient
harvesting abilities and edibility of phytoplankton. This rela-
tionship was mechanistically derived by Merico et al. (2009) by
assuming that phytoplankton partition assimilated energy over
three pools: (1) generic biomass, (2) nutrient harvesting biomass,
with allocation coefficient α, and (3) defense biomass, with allo-
cation coefficient β. The fraction of energy allocated to generic
biomass is indicated with κ , while the remaining fraction (1 − κ)
is partitioned between nutrient harvesting and defense pools.
This leads to 1 − κ = α + β. Edibility x is then assumed to be
inversely proportional to the relative amount of defense biomass
β so that α(x) = 1 − κ − x−1. With the analogous assumption
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that KN is proportional to the relative amount of nutrient har-
vesting biomass α(x), i.e., KN = K∗

N/α(x), the trade-off equation
KN (x) = K∗

N/(1 − κ − x−1) follows. This equation implies that
the higher the nutrient harvesting ability (i.e., the lower the
half-saturation KN ), the more edible the phytoplankton (i.e., the
higher the trait x), and vice versa. A more comprehensive discus-
sion and a plot of the trade-off relationship is provided by Merico
et al. (2009), their Figure 2, for different values of the parameter
κ . Under a changing environment (i.e., under changing nutri-
ent concentration and grazing pressure), this trade-off function
drives the changes in the mean edibility trait and therefore in
phytoplankton community composition.

The total rate of nutrient uptake is proportional to the rate
of reproduction of phytoplankton as given by (7a). Nutrients are
released back into the pool via the generic mortality term propor-
tional to mP. Finally, zooplankton follows a simple growth model
with growth rate per unit of zooplankton g, rate of mortality
constant mZ , and rate of dilution constant δ. Thus, the follow-
ing equations for nutrient and zooplankton complete the model
dynamics:

Ṅ = δ (N0 − N)

−P

κ

[
r − mP + σ

2 (rxx + ν r(4)) − 3
2 ν rxx

]
, (11a)

Ż =
[

μZ

κ

(
x P

x P + KP

)
− mZ − δ

]
Z . (11b)

Without trait diffusion, i.e., when ν = 0, this model reduces to
the conventional adaptive dynamics formulation of Merico et al.
(2009) in which the trait variance, and therefore the functional
diversity of the phytoplankton community, is not sustained.

2.3. SIMULATIONS
Our aim is now to explore the NPZ dynamics with and without
trait diffusion. Therefore, we take as our base case one previously
defined and well tested parameter configuration that leads to limit
cycles (Merico et al., 2009); all relevant variables and parameters
along with their units and values are reported in Table 1. We then
compare the following three methods for expressing diversity in
the NPZ model.

1. Standard model. This corresponds to the conventional adap-
tive dynamics formulation (Merico et al., 2009) in which the
functional diversity of the model system is not sustained by
the inclusion of any specific mechanism, neither endogenous
nor exogenous. The system is given by Equations (7) through
(11) with ν = 0.

2. Fixed trait variance. In the model of case 1 above, we addition-
ally keep the functional diversity constant by setting the rate of
change of the trait variance (i.e., the right hand side of (7c)) to
zero.

3. Trait diffusion. The functional diversity of the system is sus-
tained by trait diffusion; we solve the full model Equations (7)
through (11).

We note that, according to Merico et al. (2009), the NPZ system
can shift its dynamic behavior from limit cycles to equilibrium as

Table 1 | State variables and parameters used in the model.

Symbol Description Value Unit

N Nutrient – µmol l−1

P Phytoplankton – µmol N l−1

Z Zooplankton – µmol N l−1

x Mean trait edibility – Dimensionless

σ Trait variance – Dimensionless

δ Dilution rate 0.5 Day−1

N0 Nutrient inflow 80 µmol N l−1

μP P maximum reproduction rate 3.3 Day−1

μZ Z maximum growth rate 2.25 Day−1

mP P mortality 0.05 Day−1

mZ Z mortality 0.1 Day−1

ε Z assimilation efficiency 0.25 Fraction

κ Trade-off scaling parameter 0.8 Fraction

KP Half-saturation for Z Growth 300 µmol N l−1

K*N Modified half-saturation for P Growth 0.4 µmol N l−1

ν Trait diffusivity parameter 0.1 Dimensionless

Parameter values are from Merico et al. (2009).

the trait variance changes. While a comprehensive exploration of
the different dynamical regimes of the new trait-diffusion model
is beyond the scope of this work, we shall examine its behavior
in different previously identified regimes with a particular focus
on its transient behavior. Specifically, we compare and discuss the
three model cases under the following scenarios.

(a) Limit cycle dynamics under states of low and high initial
adaptive capacities.

(b) Transitions from limit cycle dynamics to equilibrium and vice
versa under shock perturbations in KP and N0.

(c) Response of the trait-diffusion model to varying ν and KP.

3. RESULTS
The results for scenario (a), limit cycle dynamics under states of
low and high initial adaptive capacities (i.e., trait variances) are
displayed in Figures 1, 2 and in Supplementary Figures 1, 2. In
all three models, N, P, and Z reach an oscillatory state whose
amplitude and period depend on the trait variance. At low ini-
tial variance, the trait variance converges to zero in the standard
model, it is constant by construction in the model with fixed
variance, and turns out to be only weakly oscillatory under trait-
diffusion. The rate of change of the mean trait (i.e., rate of
adaptation) is proportional to the trait variance, as specified by
Equation (7b). Thus, the standard model loses adaptive capac-
ity in the long term. At high initial variance, the model with
fixed variance shows high-amplitude oscillations in the mean trait
(Figure 2), a strikingly different dynamics than in the other mod-
els. Such strong and undesired sensitivity on the initial variance is
also expressed by the different cycle dynamics (higher amplitude
and longer periodicity) in N, P, and Z (Supplementary Figure 2)
emerging in this model as compared to the other two.

With the chosen parameterization, the trait-diffusion model
relaxes to moderate mean-trait oscillations. Noticeably, this does
not limit the adaptive capacity of the model. The driving factor of
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FIGURE 1 | Limit cycle dynamics from a state of low initial diversity

(σ (0) = 0.5). The trait variance converges to zero in the standard model
(blue line), it is constant by construction in the model with fixed variance
(green line), and it shows an initial increase followed by a relaxation to a
steady-state with almost imperceptible superimposed oscillations under in
the trait diffusion model (red line). The standard model clearly loses
adaptive capacity in the long term (i.e., oscillations in the mean trait
becomes weaker as the trait variance approaches zero). The corresponding
NPZ dynamics is shown in Supplementary Figure 1.

FIGURE 2 | Limit cycle dynamics from a state of high initial diversity

(σ (0) = 8). Analogously to the case of low initial diversity (Figure 1), the
trait variance converges to zero in the standard model (blue line), it is
constant by construction in the model with fixed variance (green line), and it
shows an initial relaxation to a steady-state with almost imperceptible
superimposed oscillations in the trait diffusion model (red line). The model
with fixed variance shows high-amplitude oscillations in the mean trait. The
standard model clearly loses adaptive capacity in the long term (i.e.,
oscillations in the mean trait become weaker as the trait variance
approaches zero). The corresponding NPZ dynamics is shown in
Supplementary Figure 2.

the trait variance is trait diffusivity (the last term in (7c)), which
is proportional to reproduction. Thus, under low initial adaptive
capacity (Figure 1), the trait variance initially grows because, at
the beginning of the simulation, reproduction rates are relatively
high and the mean trait changes rapidly.

Scenario (b), the transition from limit cycle dynamics to equi-
librium and vice versa under shock perturbations in grazing

FIGURE 3 | KP shock. As KP transitions from a state of low grazing
pressure (i.e., high KP ) to an intermediate period of high grazing pressure
(i.e., low KP ), the underlying dynamics shifts from equilibrium to limit
cycles. When the grazing pressure is relaxed again (i.e., back to high KP ),
the three models show different rates of adaptations. In the standard
model, the collapse of the trait variance prevents adequate adaptation as
time progresses. Adaptation is fastest in the model with fixed variance and
sufficiently fast in the trait-diffusion model. The corresponding NPZ
dynamics is shown in Supplementary Figure 3.

pressure and nutrient availability, further illustrates the different
adaptive capabilities of the three models. As described by Merico
et al. (2009), the chemostat system can undergo a Hopf bifur-
cation either as a function of the half-saturation parameter for
zooplankton growth KP or as function of nutrient input N0.

The first set of results in Figure 3 shows a shock perturbation
in KP from 1000 to 200 µmolNl−1 and back, which corresponds
to a sudden, temporary increase in grazing pressure. Expectedly,
at the beginning of the simulation when the grazing pressure is
low, the system approaches equilibrium in all three models. The
rapid increase in grazing pressure leads to emerging limit cycles
in N, P, and Z with different amplitudes, see Supplementary
Figure 3. When the grazing pressure is relaxed again, the dynam-
ics return to equilibrium. However, the rate of adaptation, being
linked to the trait variance, is different for the three models. In the
standard model, the collapse of the trait variance prevents ade-
quate adaptation as time progresses; the return to equilibrium is
far slower than the natural time scales of the dynamics. The model
with fixed variance is fastest to adapt, and the trait-diffusion
model adapts sufficiently fast. We note that the behavior of the
trait-diffusion model is not fully symmetric—the trait variance
lags behind adaptation in the mean trait. As a result, adaptation
from a state of large mean trait to a state of low mean trait is faster
than vice versa, which suggests a hysteresis effect in the adaptive
behavior.

The same bifurcation behavior is observed when perturbing
the environmental nutrient concentration N0. Here, we simulate
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FIGURE 4 | N0 shock. As nutrient input N0 is varied from low to high
concentrations and back, the underlying dynamics shifts, similarly to the KP

shock, from equilibrium to limit cycles and back. The trait diffusion model
responds to the environmental perturbation with a dynamical change in trait
variance. The corresponding NPZ dynamics is shown in Supplementary
Figure 4.

a rapid increase of N0 from 20 to 80 µmol l−1 and back (see
Figure 4 and the corresponding Supplementary Figure 4). This
experiment demonstrates once again (i) the critical dependence
of the fixed variance model on the arbitrary choice in the degree
of functional diversity set for the system, which is then “frozen”
throughout the simulation and (ii) the dependence of the stan-
dard model on the initial conditions and on the choice of initial
time. Only the trait diffusion model is capable of responding to
the environmental perturbations with a dynamical change in trait
variance.

Being proportional to reproduction, the trait diffusivity
parameter ν affects the adaptive capacity of the phytoplank-
ton community as the probability of generating offspring with
“new” trait values increases. As explained above, the limit of
ν = 0 represents the standard case in which functional diversity
is not sustained. The larger the trait diffusivity, the more pro-
nounced are the oscillations in the mean edibility and the larger
is the trait variance, see Figure 5. Analogously, ν also influences
the amplitude and frequency of the oscillations in N, P, and Z
(Supplementary Figure 5).

Obviously, ν is not the only parameter that influences the func-
tional diversity of the phytoplankton community. In Figure 6,
we show the combined effect of grazing pressure (as represented
by different values of KP) and ν on the average trait variance at
steady-state. In the standard case where ν = 0, KP has no impact
on the trait variance. When ν > 0, the increase of the adaptive
capacity is amplified at higher KP.

4. DISCUSSION
We have presented here a modeling approach that addresses
the problem of maintaining phytoplankton functional diversity

FIGURE 5 | Behavior of the trait-diffusion model for different values of

ν. Being proportional to reproduction, the trait diffusivity parameter ν

affects the adaptive capacity of the phytoplankton community as the
probability of generating offspring with new trait values increases. ν = 0
represents the standard case in which functional diversity is not sustained.
The larger ν, the more pronounced are the oscillations in the mean edibility
and the larger is the trait variance. The corresponding NPZ dynamics is
shown in Supplementary Figure 5.

FIGURE 6 | Dependence of the average, steady-state trait variance on

KP and ν. In the standard case (ν = 0), KP has no impact on the trait
variance (i.e., the average trait variance at steady-state is zero for all KP

values). At increasing ν corresponds an increase in the adaptive capacity,
which is amplified at higher KP .

based on the mechanism of trait diffusion through subsequent
generations. The method does not require exogenous processes,
such as immigration, or the consideration of meta-communities.
Analogous to the approach of Merico et al. (2009), the new model
is developed for an idealized chemostat system in which the phy-
toplankton community is described in terms of total abundance,
mean trait edibility, and trait variance, and is subject to an envi-
ronment defined by nutrient availability and grazing pressure. A
trade-off between the competitive ability of phytoplankton for
harvesting nutrient and its value as food for zooplankton (or edi-
bility) governs inter-specific differences within the community.
We have then presented and compared three cases of differing
functional diversity.
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In the standard model, functional diversity expectedly declines
over time. Although this behavior is consistent with the com-
petitive exclusion principle (Hardin, 1960), chemostat experi-
ments do not show decreases in the adaptive capacity of phy-
toplankton communities (Yoshida et al., 2003; Becks et al.,
2010). In this case, lacking any mechanism for sustaining diver-
sity, the model clearly cannot capture the adaptive capacity
of communities, neither in the laboratory nor in the natural
environment.

The simplest and perhaps most common way of sustaining
diversity in adaptive dynamics models is to fix the trait vari-
ance to a constant value (Fussmann et al., 2003, 2007; Wirtz,
2013). This approach was recently adopted by Norberg et al.
(2012) in a multi-species model application for studying the
effects of climate change on biodiversity. Each species had a fixed
trait variance assigned, therefore changes in the trait distribu-
tion occurred due to changes in the mean trait value of each
species and inter-specific competition; i.e., the dynamics of intra-
specific diversity were excluded. The variance was then set to
zero for any species reaching very low abundance. While this
assumption prevented that almost extinct populations reshaped
toward fitter trait values and throve again, it did not allow
for a mechanistic and dynamic treatment of the trait variance
and therefore of functional diversity. Consistently with previous
findings of richer dynamics in models that dynamically calcu-
late the trait variance as opposed to assuming constant variance
(Fussmann et al., 2003; Nuismer and Doebeli, 2004), our work
shows clearly that functional diversity can dynamically impact
the ecological interactions. Moreover, we consider a constant
trait variance unrealistic, except in quite rare uniform and stable
environments.

Our method of trait diffusion introduces a specific mech-
anism for maintaining diversity. The method is based on the
assumption of a small probability ν that the trait value of an off-
spring slightly diverts from the parent’s trait value. The source
of trait variance in this case is made proportional to reproduc-
tion. This approach is able to successfully prevent competitive
exclusion by maintaining the adaptive capacity of the commu-
nity. An emergent and compelling body of literature suggests
that many organisms can undergo adaptive phenotypic evolu-
tion over just a few generations (Carroll et al., 2007). Evolution
may occur quickly enough to alter the outcomes of ecologi-
cal interactions (Yoshida et al., 2003; Fussmann et al., 2007).
The parameter ν of our model can be interpreted in this con-
text of rapid evolutionary processes. Alternatively, given that the
environment can impose trans-generational effects and gener-
ate heritable variation for many traits in animals, plants, and
other organisms (Bonduriansky and Day, 2009), ν can account
for trans-generational phenotypic plasticity (Agrawal et al., 1999;
Holeski et al., 2012). Such trans-generational effects have been
recently observed (Pomati and Nizzetto, 2013) in natural phy-
toplankton communities (Synechococcus sp. and Scenedesmus
sp.) subject to triclosan, an antibacterial and antifungal agent
common in disinfecting and personal care products and thus
widely spread as environmental pollutant in waste, surface and
coastal waters. Our method can therefore find useful applica-
tions in those studies aiming at predicting the rate of adaptation

of species under different scenarios of environmental change
(Visser, 2008).

A key advantage of the trait-diffusion approach is that the
trait diffusivity ν depends only on phytoplankton reproduction.
Thus, it could be measured in the laboratory under differ-
ent predator-prey dynamics. The trait variance σ , instead, is
highly dependent on the actual state of the system and therefore
must be inferred from “real world” observations for applica-
tions modeling the ocean. From a theoretical point of view, ν

could be derived from microscopic models of the reproductive
process, much as constants of diffusivity in other modeling situ-
ations relate to parameters of random walks at the microscopic
level.

Alternative mechanisms are of course conceivable for sustain-
ing diversity. The flattening of the “fitness landscape” by the
combined effects of multiple, convex trade-offs (Beardmore et al.,
2011) is one of those. Recently, a model combining approxi-
mations of mechanistic and tested relations between traits and
growth functions (Wirtz, 2013) has been shown to produce mul-
tiple maxima in the fitness landscape. The impact of the shape of
trade-offs deserves further investigations given that models typi-
cally postulate linear trade-offs for the sake of simplicity, and also
because of the limited empirical evidence available (Smith et al.,
2014).

In conclusion, our mechanistic formulation, which does not
require exogenous factors, is able to prevent competitive exclu-
sion and thus maintain the adaptive capacity of a phytoplankton
community in the confined environment of a chemostat sys-
tem. This is accomplished by introducing a trans-generational
trait variation mechanism proportional to reproduction in the
context of a trait-based, adaptive dynamics model. This mecha-
nism can reflect the maintenance of biodiversity via rapid evo-
lution or trans-generational phenotypic plasticity. An obvious
next step would be to apply our method in the context of a real
ocean.
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